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CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL

A new modification of the Medusa Combi multi-deck cabinet with a pull-out expositional surface 
for selling meat and poultry in self-service mode.
Two refrigerated volumes. The upper volume is for packed goods. The lower one with a pull-out 
expositional surface is for weight goods that the buyer can choose and weigh on their own.
Temperature range -1/+4 °С.
It is connected to the cooling system.

Standard set:

- body and all parts of the cabinet that are in contact with food made of galvanized steel
- painting in any RAL color
- led lighting of the upper and lower volume
- energy-saving glass doors and covers
- tempered safety glass and double-glazed windows
- aluminum bumper
- controllers, thermostatic and solenoid valves Danfoss (Denmark) / Carel (Italy).
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Technical data of MEDUSA Combi with pull-out case

Length 
without 

sidewalls, 
mm

Cooled exposition area, 
m2

Cooled volume,
m3 Qty of shelf 

levels,
pcs

Sidewall 
thickness,

mm

Tempera-
ture,

°С

Cooling 
capacity,

kWh

Electricity
consumption,
kWh/24 hours

maximum 
power, kW/h

Voltage,
V

Top
volume

Lower 
volume

Top
volume

Lower 
volume

1250 2.18 1 0.48 0.2

6 40 -1/+4

1.1 4.77 (0.68)

220
1875 3.27 1.5 0.72 0.3 1.6 7.22 (0.97)

2500 4.37 2 0.96 0.4 2.1 8.28 (1.2)

3750 6.55 3 1.44 0.6 3.2 12.14 (1.74)

The pull-out expositional surface makes it easy to load products in boxes and containers.  
A good view of the products in the cabinet is achieved by the height of the display «windows» and the 
lighting in the upper and lower volumes.

Option:

- exposition surface of food grade stainless steel
- shelves lighting
- painting the bumper in any color according to RAL 
- decorating the front panels of the cabinet «like a tree».
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Aisberg delivers displays anywhere in the world 
through a chain of 27 professional distribution 
companies that provide logistics, installation and 
service services.
Contact our regional managers: 

export.mail@aisberg.od.ua
(export orders)

leyla@aisberg.od.ua
(all questions regarding the export of equipment)

aisberg.europe@aisberg.od.ua
(Europe)

sasha@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Ukraine and CIS countries)

kd@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Ukraine and CIS countries)

fatinar@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia)
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